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SHOWN AND TOLD

nl/ Twee reguliere gasten bij het Kaaitheater slaan opnieuw de handen in elkaar.
Choreografe en danseres Meg Stuart en schrijver/performancekunstenaar Tim Etchells (artistiek
directeur van Forced Entertainment) geven het nieuwste deel in hun reeks samenwerkingen de titel
Shown and Told. Tijdens een geïmproviseerde ontmoeting onderhandelen, heronderhandelen en
verkennen ze de thema’s en methodieken die ieders eigen werk kenmerken: van aan- en
afwezigheid, over gemis en verlies, tot fragmentaire verhaallijnen. Zo ontstaat een open dialoog
met het publiek, op het snijpunt van de interesses die het tweetal verdelen en verbinden.

fr/ Deux hôtes réguliers du Kaaitheater unissent à nouveau leurs forces. La chorégraphe et
danseuse Meg Stuart et l’auteur et artiste de la performance Tim Etchells (directeur artistique de
Forced Entertainment) intitulent le nouveau volet de leur collaboration Shown and Told. Lors de
cette rencontre improvisée, ils se servent de leur corps comme instrument de performance dans un
espace partagé de langage et de mouvement. Ils négocient, renégocient et explorent ensemble les
thèmes et les méthodes de l’œuvre individuelle de chacun, qui varient de la présence à l’absence,
du manque et de la perte à la fragmentation de toute ligne narrative. Ainsi naît un dialogue ouvert
avec le public, à l’intersection de ce qui sépare et relie les pôles d’intérêt du duo occasionnel.

en/ Two regular guests at Kaaitheater will once again be joining forces. The choreographer
and dancer Meg Stuart and the writer/performance artist Tim Etchells (artistic director of Forced
Entertainment) have entitled the latest instalment in their series of collaborations Shown and Told.
During this improvised encounter, they use their own bodies as performance instruments within a
shared space of language and movement. Together they negotiate, renegotiate and explore the
themes and methods found in one another’s work. These range from presence and absence, to
need and loss, to the use of fragmentary storylines. Thus an open dialogue is created with the
audience, at the point where the interests that both divide and unite the duo intersect.

‘I ADMIRE THE WAY MEG STUART ORCHESTRATES CHAOS’
an interview with Tim Etchells by Eva Decaesstecker (Kaaitheater, November 2016)

They’ve known each other for a long time and worked together several times before. Shown and Told
is their latest collaboration and consists of ‘a structured improvisation’. I spoke with Tim Etchells on
an early November morning about improvisation, Meg Stuart and above all, collaboration. ‘For me
collaboration is being out of ‘familiar territory’ in a conversation that I don’t fully understand.’
You have worked with Meg Stuart in the past. How come you’re both working together again?
Meg and I have indeed been working together for a pretty long time. I contributed text to a couple of
her productions in the beginning of 2000 or so and I still follow her work when I can. There has always
been a connection and a set of things that we share as interests and concerns, even though our work is
very different. We found each other again almost by chance a couple of summers ago, when we were
both involved in Boris Charmatz’s improvisation project Expo Zéro in Berlin. We were part of a larger
group working on different things in that project. Meg and I chanced upon a couple of improvisational
structures that seemed very interesting and asked for further investigation – so that was a kind of reconnection. We have been developing that material and adding new things into this evening, which will
be a sort of structured improvisation. The forms that we’ve been working with and how they really play
out in real time is left open.
Where do you get your forms and material for this improvisation from?
For me this project fits with a couple of other things that I have been busy with – the solo
Broadcast/Looping Pieces which I made a couple of years ago and an ongoing collaboration with violinist
Aisha Orazbayeva, both of which involve me working with language and improvisation. Basically, over
the last twenty years I have gathered a collection of language fragments that I haven’t put into a
finished text – it’s an ongoing collection of language material, a notebook or a scrapbook that includes
texts I’ve written alongside things from the newspaper and bits of overheard conversation as well as
things from movies or the internet. Working with that material allows me to speak in different situations
and make different connections – it’s a raw material that I can activate in many ways.
For Shown and Told will you be creating the spoken improvisation, whereas Meg does the physical
form?
Well, in some ways yes. But on the other hand, the desire to work with this collection of language
fragments is also wanting to put them into physicality: to put them into embodiment and into time and
space. In that sense, they become related with physicality. They go from being words on the computer
screen or on the page to words in a body, in the air. I think, the way I am trying to work with the
language is also about how the language sits in my body and how it animates me in space. Even at the
level of breathing it becomes very physical, because sometimes I’m trying to speak very fast or trying to
describe or respond to what Meg is doing. It has always a kind of movement aspect to it. For me, these
two things are not really separate – as ephemeral as the voice is, it is still connected to the body. At the
same time, there are also moments within the work where I’m not speaking and Meg is speaking, or
we’re both not speaking. It shifts in several directions.

You mentioned there are common concerns between Meg and you. What kind of concerns are you
talking about?
The biggest and simplest connection is our common idea of a human being as a kind of meeting point
for many different voices, impulses or presences. That might be physically, but also linguistically. For me
the connection to Meg’s work was always around shape shifting and moving. The instability of the
human subject and its presence. The way people are many things in performance but also in the world.
Many forces, narratives and possibilities move through us in any given moment. I think we both
comment that in different ways. It always has been there in my work with language especially and I see
related ideas very strongly in a lot of Meg’s work on movement. I think the ground we meet in has been
that around these ideas.
What are qualities of Meg as a performer that makes it interesting for you to collaborate with her?
What do you really appreciate of her?
There is a very sort of deep listening that Meg is doing to what she is and what she is made from. You
see that in Meg, when she is moving and when she is constructing a piece. It’s a commitment to
understanding the world in a complex and individual sort of way. I contributed to a couple of her larger
pieces at the beginning of the years 2000 and what I really liked was the sense of Meg searching for
things, searching for the work. The rehearsal room was full of impulses and opinions and inputs from
other people – so much so that at times she might have looked snow-blind or overwhelmed. But over
time I realized that she was very carefully taking in all of these possibilities, sifting and organizing them
and producing an extraordinary sort of balanced compositional work from all of it. That’s something that
I admire.
In my own practice with Forced Entertainment and in other contexts, I have another version of that
same process I guess, but it’s always very useful to see somebody else working through material in that
way. And in particular the way that Meg orchestrates chaos - that’s is really something that I celebrate
and learn from. Maybe that’s the fundamental thing when you are working in performance: organizing
the material, deciding what’s there and what not. It’s a common creative question I guess, but I’m
fascinated by different approaches.
What is for you so powerful about collaboration in general?
The group Forced Entertainment feels like home to me, where I could say ‘in that room I know exactly
where I am’. It’s 32 years of figuring out how to be together. Other collaborations are usually about
being off balance: being out of ‘familiar territory’ in a conversation or framework that I don’t fully
understand. That’s definitely what’s there with Meg: I think I can articulate about 30-40% of what we’re
doing but for the rest, there is not really a language. That means we are sort of blundering – the work is
ahead of my ability to describe or articulate it. I like that. Just like in any collaborations that I value apart
from the company: I like that feeling of creating a space between us, where different kinds of rules can
operate.

Has improvisation always been an important part of your work?
In my work, beginning with the company, there wasn’t really improvisation. There was only structures,
roles and systems. Then there came more improvisation in the rehearsal room, but the aim was to make
something where everything was fixed. Improvisation was a kind of tool in the studio, but it wasn’t
something you did in public. Then at a certain point, I think driven by a fascination of what happens in
improvisation, there was the desire to create structures that would allow the improvisation in public as
well. It’s trying to find ways to bring that work into public, more radically I suppose.
Are there ways of improvisation that you see in Meg’s practice that you take over in your own?
Years ago, Meg saw this monologue piece of mine, which I wrote for the American actor Jim Fletcher,
called Sight is the sense that a dying person tends to lose first. It’s a monologue. In an hour, it is trying to
describe everything in the world with no particular order. Jim has this very strong, blank, calm delivery
and he brings the whole text in this way. He doesn’t really vary much. It is very compelling and also sort
of strange because it really keeps you in this place and moves around very little. After the performance,
Meg said to me that she wondered what it would be choreographically. And I think, when I am watching
Meg’s work, I am often thinking what it means to me in terms of my work with language and
performance. What would it be to incorporate this or translate it? What could I learn from this? If I
translate this into my doing, what would it be? Of course these are impossible questions to answer,
because there is no direct translation. However, it is one of the ways that one gets drawn into another
territory: by this thought experiment about taking on something from somebody’s practice. At the same
time we do share this interest in the fragment and moving from one state to another. I tend to think
about that in linguistic terms or in narrative terms, but I know that connects very deeply to energy and
physical proposition in space. So I know that when Meg’s talking about those things, the route or
connection to what I’m doing is always quite strong.
There is something about the relation between language and doing, language and physicality, language
and image. Language can be a kind of controlling or fixing force in relation to image or to doing, which
often seems to be more ambiguous and less defined. Something that I have struggled with in my work
since the beginning: being in love with language, but also trying not to let it be this controlling, fixing
form. To upset the capacity for closing things down that spoken language has. One of the things that
Meg and I are exploring, perhaps, is trying to find ways of working with language and image and
language and movement, that allow the language to be open, poetic and on the same level as other
kinds of material. I think that this is really important: to allow the language to exist as texture or
musicality or energy rather than semantics. A lot of my improvisation in the last few years has been
working on this space between language as a conceptual force and language as a musical or poetic
force. This improvised work might be another route around that, in collaboration with Meg.

More Meg Stuart
Meg Stuart/Damaged Goods
& Münchner Kammerspiele
Until Our Hearts Stop

Meg Stuart/Damaged
Goods, Jeroen Peeters &
Jozef Wouters
Atelier III

Six performers, a drummer, a pianist and a bass
player find themselves in a subterranean refuge.
Enter a world of desire and illusion, both nightclub
and arena.

How do we envision the art spaces of tomorrow?
How can we reshape these meeting places and
laboratories for coexistence? The artists from
Damaged Goods are moving into a previously
undefined place in the urban fabric in order to start
work on these pressing questions.

Kaaitheater • 13>14/01 • dance

Location tbc • 30/03>1/04 • performance/dance

More Tim Etchells
Forced Entertainment
Table Top Shakespeare
One by one, over six days, Forced Entertainment performers condense every Shakespeare play ever written
into a series of 36 forty minute works played out on a one metre tabletop – each play comically and
intimately retold via a series of lovingly made miniatures and a collection of everyday unextraordinary
objects.

Kaaistudio’s • 7>12/03 • theatre

